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Reflecting on the factsheet production process
Your wish list comes true!

Can we scale our factsheets to 
support future growth?

Do these questions 

sound familiar?

Are we compliant with all 
regulations?

Is our factsheet production 
cost efficient? 
Is my company overspending?

Do we have an overarching strategy
for our factsheet designs?

Is our factsheet production 
process efficient?

….we offer

No manual intervention
Standardized 

factsheet designs

Improved 

delivery timeline

Compliance with 

all regulations

Scalable and streamlined production

Outsourcing as a managed serviceCost efficiency

High quality of data
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We combine advisory 
compliance and 
implementation services in 
a bundled solution

Differentiators of our implementation and ongoing services
Our digital factsheet center of excellence

Cost efficiency
• Improved delivery time
• Target Operating Model 

definition & set-up
• Factsheet design 

standardization

Scalable & streamlined 
production
• Integration with fund 

registration and regulatory 
reporting services

• Integration with dissemination 
and posting tools

Outsourcing as a managed 
service
• Production management
• Client Relationship Manager 

(dedicated access, performance 

reviews)

• News alerts / White papers
• Best market practices detailed 

analysis
• Industry knowledge
• Investor portals
• Fund tools (web application)

Compliance with all 
regulations
• Compliance review if any 

deviation from the agreed scope
• Regulatory watch
• Deloitte network of practitioners

No manual intervention
• Data integration (mapping & 

transformation rules)
• Business logic definition at a 

component level

High quality of data
• Data quality assurance
• Software implementation & 

configuration
• Document library

Combining our 
experts & 
support 
services

And state of 
the art 

technology
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We have learned through past projects that preparation and execution are key
Our key success factors

• Identify and document your as-is factsheet 
requirements 

• Assess compliance of your layout and the required 
disclosures across multiple jurisdictions

• Recommend future state library of factsheets

Design

• Coordinate and perform project management

• Provide SME inputs for operating model with a focus 
on aligning design and decisions conducive to a long 
term managed service

• Implement the new production model and applied 
changes to your organization

• Elicit Factsheet library business rules 

• Set-up data and mapping

• Establish production workflows and SLAs

Internal Transformation

• Draft functional specification

• Coordinate development and UAT plans

• Provide day-to-day support for development

• Facilitate training and testing for UAT, Go/No 
preparation

• Review development artefacts over Q&A

• Deploy Production environment and manage parallel 
run

Factsheet Platform Integration

• Coordinate transition to go-live (assistance for parallel 
production runs)

• Provide a dedicated CRM to:

- Assist you during the ongoing service execution

- Submit and log requests for bug fixing and 
product enhancements

On-going Production Management 
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Use case

Client: International asset manager with a range 
of products going from Europe to the US and 
Asian markets.

Duration: 
- Proof of concept: 3 months, 
- Full implementation: 9 months

Client Challenge

• Improve production SLAs: Factsheet 
production took up to 16 Business Days, 
leading to slower time to market and a 
negative impact on firm’s reputation.

• Reduce operational overheads: Data 
sourcing, integration, and production of 
factsheets were highly manual, therefore 
requiring multiple reviews.

• Enhance adaptability: Adapting for 
regulatory changes was very complicated due 
to lack of consistency in factsheet designs and 
missing automation for content display. 

• Gain scalability: Previous processes lacked 
transparency and were rigid and costly. This 
resulted in difficulties to rapidly upscale to 
mirror business growth. 

The client
500 Share Classes
>1,500 Factsheets monthly

Data posture uplift

• Data sourcing was streamlined. 
• Data –driven business rules 

were also defined to display 
various components in an 
automated way. 

• Extensive cleaning was 
performed to improve data 
quality.

Design standardization

• Templates were standardized to 
promote content and visual 
consistency, reducing ad-hoc 
customization by >50%.

Our solution
We partnered with the client and revamped their 
entire factsheet production process.

Regulatory adherence

• Feedback from compliance 
reviews was incorporated in the 
design and data rules to 
achieve higher confidence in 
meeting regulatory standards.

Optimized operating model

• Factsheets production 
processes (e.g., standard and 
ad-hoc flows) were mapped, 
optimized, and a clear 
ownership was established. 

• A formal governance committee 
was set-up to review and 
approve backlog and 
proactively manage and 
monitor demand vs. supply, 
and consistency tenets.

A zoom into our 
clients’ benefits

USD $500k Annual Savings

Transparency into business 
& data Logic

Improved SLAs

Scalable factsheet 
production system

Consistency across 
factsheets

Outsourced services allows 
FTEs to focus on high value 
tasks
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Deloitte Managed Services: Digital Factsheets
Interested? Ask for a Demo

Standard project timelines 
(where volume exceeds 1,000 
monthly factsheets):

• Proof of concept: 3 months

• Full implementation: 9 months

Arnaud Bouchain
Manager
abouchain@deloitte.lu
+352 451 452 214S

François-Kim Hugé
Partner
fkhuge@deloitte.lu
+352 451 452 483

Lou Kiesch 
Partner
lkiesch@deloitte.lu
+352 451 452 456

Alessio Scuderi
Senior Consultant
ascuderi@deloitte.lu
+352 451 454 231
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